New Year Address

This planet is in bad shape and so is most of everything on it. This is all due to the Jews, and that's all. I have, as many through the ages, wrote many volumes that show this.

Around two thousand years ago this planet was on a major cusp moving towards the age of competition to that of Pisces. This was secluded to be an age of high art, culture, science, spirituality and the age in which man would ascend to the light fully. Mithraism was becoming the spiritualist movement to reconsolidate the spiritual teachings into a unified form in the Roman Empire. The movement towards technological discovery and creativity in Rome was moving along with steam ships, advanced mechanical computers, the basics of physics and development in mathematical theories. A new age of architectural wonder that matched ancient Egypt was being built up. A real enlightenment was advancing. Even texts mentioned in which people had achieved the full ascension of the soul, great masters who were teachers of Great Roman Emperors, Aryan Men of great light. This current was moving towards creating a utopian world and civilization.

Then the Jews attacked with a military coup that destroyed the ascended line of the Roman Emperors who were men of the spiritual class of the Patricians. They put a line of psychopathic lunatics in power, the Flavians, of whom the first Emperor Vespasian built a statue to the Jew he stated was responsible for him becoming Emperor, a member of the Jewish Alexandria family. That same family became the core of the new rulers and their money and power ran it. Titus, another Flavian, was married to a Jewess from one of these Jewish oligarchies. The Jewish Flavians built the Coliseum and worked to destroy the spiritual mysteries from every angle and violently persecuted and killed the spiritual philosophers while slowing destroying the Patricians with every method they could.

Then, after a decade of this, the Jews unleashed the Christian ideology from the Flavian regime. They ran with the Catholic regime and did to the Roman Empire what Pol Pot did to Cambodia, the year zero. These Jews bragged they exterminated the entire civilization that came before their Catholic regime, creating the dark ages on purpose to control everything.

The Age of Pisces became the age of Jewish-run terror under the Catholic Churches and Protestant ones as well. Then the rise of the Jewish bankers and the Communist terror they spread around the earth along with the world wars they started. This all designed, from every angle, the constant corruption of science, spiritual teachings and societies, social movements to better things, even the school system what was meant to educate is now meant to dumb down people. At
every step these Kikes have tried to hold back our progress even down to pushing
cancer cures and free energy technology out of existence, poisoning the food
supply, the water, air, everything - destroying any high culture, art, music, ideals
anything with poison of their corruption at every turn and angle without rest. We try
and live and they want us to die, that's it.

Because Satan and our Gods, along with noble people on Earth have fought these
Kikes every step of the way from Rome to this day, that is the only reason this
planet is not destroyed along with everyone on it by these Kikes. The Kikes’ evil
persistence has met with non-stop courage of Noble human resistance. Satan sent
the world Adolf Hitler at the dawning of the next age of the world, Aquarius, to open
a door to a utopian world order and combat the evil of the Jew, which was
destroying the planet and the peoples of the world with their final end game move of
World Communism. Hitler rallied the world and from Japan to India, from Africa to
Europe, millions of Noble people hurled themselves with total self-sacrifice into the
fires and against the jaws of the Jewish beast. All those men who left their families
knew they were not coming back, they marched knowingly into a living nightmare
for the world struggle of truth, because that's the human spirit the Jew just can't
crush. They died so we could live free in a spiritually evolved world under the
Swastika of Satan.

Because of our brave, noble and beloved Fuhrer, we are not living in the nightmare
of World Jewish Communism. He was the 11th hour savior of the world and threw
Himself into the jaws of the beast to save us along with millions of other noble
people of the World Hitler Awakening. The Swastika generation.

Here we are going into 2016 and in the first few years of the Age of Aquarius, and
the same struggle abounds. However because of the noble soul's persistence to do
right even if they perish in its cause, we are winning. The wheel of fate is turning
our favor. However, this is only due to persistence against them. All of you who
have been working for enlightenment of the people and taking part in the rituals,
you are a blessing to this earth and all good beings everywhere. Never give up,
because in this world we will have our shining age that the previous was supposed
to be. Because noble beings didn't surrender in the last age or this one.

I have read messages of people complaining about the “do nothings”, the herd
zombies in society. Don't worry about them. The world matters because you're in it,
not them. You are the spiritual light and hope for humanity, not them. History
remembers those who persisted. In time, the herding of today will stand at the base
of the statues of Hitler, awakened and thankful for those who persisted for them, in
the cause of truth in a time of great darkness.
And that day they will clasp their hands together in devotion and looking upwards say with deep spiritual reverence, the words:

"Hail Hitler!"
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